Drive efficiency with flexible technology
and intelligent processes
Optimise your operations to transform your business
Now more than ever, technology is the backbone of a successful business.
Outdated or obsolete IT limits a businesses’ ability to address key challenges
and opportunities in today’s digital world.
An integrated, flexible cloud platform provides your business with the power and agility required to stay a step

ahead of the competition and support ongoing growth. With the right solution, you can reduce the complexity and
cost of IT. Once-siloed business processes can automatically connect and exchange information. Your staff can

securely access data from anywhere. And, you can protect your business from unexpected disruptions, whether due
to cybersecurity, lost devices or natural disasters.

Optimize operations to drive maximum efficiencies across your business – with a flexible, intelligent and secure

cloud platform from Microsoft.
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How Syscom PLC and Microsoft solutions can help drive efficiency in your business

Move completely to the cloud

Connect key operations

Recover original files and data

Reduce IT complexity and move
faster by moving to Microsoft Azure,
a growing collection of integrated
cloud services. Your database, apps,
and services can scale on demand to
support changing business
demands—without requiring new
capital investments. And you only pay
for the storage and services used.

Create consistent, unified business
management by moving beyond
traditional enterprise resource
planning systems to connect the
applications that run your finances,
sales, and operations using Microsoft
Dynamics 365.

Know that you can recover your data
in case something happens to the
originals with automated protection
recovery—on-premises and in the
cloud—using Windows Server 2016
and SQL Server 2016. For extra
protection, Microsoft Azure encrypts
your files.

Mix cloud and on-premises

Store data cost-effectively

Synchronize files in the cloud

Maximize existing IT investment by
blending your on-premises and cloud
solutions—without having to reengineer infrastructure, systems
management, or applications—with
Microsoft Azure and Windows Server
2016.

Retain all the data from your business
applications, and have storage that
can expand to fit your needs with
Microsoft Azure.

Keep files automatically synchronized
and accessible from anywhere—even
if a device is lost or stolen—using
OneDrive for Business.

Always have the latest software

Simplify device management

Get automatic security and feature
updates delivered from the cloud—
without interruptions to users—with
Office 365 and Windows 10 Pro.

Manage employee-owned and
company devices more efficiently—
whether Windows, iOS, or Android—
with centralized policies for devices in
Enterprise Mobility + Security.

Protect against modern
security threats
Get built-in device safeguards to
protect against malware and
malicious attacks with advanced
security features in Windows 10 Pro
and Enterprise Mobility + Security.

“Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a technology that adapts to unique, changing
business needs, enabling more efficiency and faster decision making – it
reduces the complexity and costs of IT.”
Neil Wildin, Head of Dynamics, Syscom PLC

How we can help?

Syscom PLC and Microsoft, will help you take your business
to the next level. Our unique project approach harnesses Microsoft’s digital
transformation pillars; better engaging your customers empowering employees,
optimizing operations and transforming your products using advanced insight,
innovative new business models and automated processes.

Let’s do business together
Phone: 01384 344244
Website: www.syscom.co.uk
Email: info@syscom.co.uk

